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Without a conupon.
the organic act; without a
limitation, except so far as the organic act
can limit, it makes them complete sovereigns; while, at the same lime, it admits
that sovereignty is rightfully derived, or,
to use the language of Judge Douglas,
“rests in abeyance in the General Government as trustees for the people of the
Territories.” In its practical application
to the question of slavery it assumes that
a Territorial Legislature has control over
the question of private rights, nnd is competent to determine the permanent political status of a Territory as to slavery or
freedom. As a corrollary from these postulates it deduces the conclusion that, if
the legislature of a Territory should pass
an act impairing the rights of slaveholders
within its limits, and Congress were to repeal it and protect the slaveholder in his
rights, it would be the most palpable usur-
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Mr. Dougins, in his celebrated speech
of the 15th nnd 16th of May, 1860, assumes as the
basis of Jjis subsequent argument the following propositions: That
the Democratic party, in 1848, by its support of Gen. Cass, committed itself to the
doctrines of popular or squatter sovereignty; that the same doctrine of popular or
squutter sovereignty was incorporated into
the Compromise measures of 1850; that
it was re-affirmed by the Baltimore Convention of 1852, nnd that it was in 1854
engrafted upon the Kansas-Nebraska legislation of that year; that it was embodied in the Cincinnati Platform of 1856.
The view of the matter which Mr. Douglas here presents involves such a succession of fallacies ingeniously combined, as
to place any adequate review of it almost
without the ordinary range of newspaper
discussion. Still, Mr. Editor, if it is not
trespassing too much upon your space, I
propose a review, et seriatim, of each one
of his assumed facts.
To the support of the propositions I have
alluded to, his elaborate argument is almost entirely devoted. His argument consists in extended quotations from the resolves of conventions and from the speeches of public men who have been identified
with the discussion of this question in its
various phases. An examination of it
will show that it is a play upon the word
“non-intervention,’’ and that all his cases
of seeming inconsistency are made out by
assigning to that term a meaning different from what has ever been assigned to
it by politicians in the South. The cases
of appareut concurrence with his views,
which are quoted by him with ambi-dextrous tact, now that those holding them
differ with him as to their true intent and
meaning, are but castles in the air of his
With this general deown construction.
scription of the line of Mr. Douglas’ argument, I proceed to the task I have im-

save

pation.

Now, I deny in toto that any such doctrine is enunciated in the Compromise
measures of 1850, and am willing to test
it by an appeal to the record.
By refeTerritorence to the acts organizing the
ries of Utah and New Mexico, (which
was the only Territorial legislation embraced in these celebrated measures,) it will
be found that the second section provides
that,
When admitted, as a State, the said
Territory, or any portion of the same, shall
be received into the Union with or without slavery, as thei«■ Constitution may prescribe at the time of their admission."
It is further provided that,
“The legislative power of said Territory
shall extend to all rightful subjects of legislation, not inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States or the provisions
of th is act."
"
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journals
spirit

the assertion that
their candidate favored the doctrine of
squatter sovereignty. A suspicion that he
entertained this doctrine caused Gen. Cass
to loose some of the most reliable Democratic Slates in the South, and whatever
of Democratic support he received was in
consequence of the constantly reiterated
assertion that it only meant the Territories
when they should be admitted as States.
To show that I do not misrepresent the
Democratic sentiment of that period I make
the following extract from the series of
resolutions adopted by the Democratic
State Convention of Virginia, on the 29th
of February, 1848 :
“
That we do most solemnly declare that
there is no power in Congress, or a Territo-

prohibition.

2. That the Territorial Government is provisional and subordinate in its character, and
that, as such, its acts are subject to the approval or disapproval of Congress.
3. Complete power to the people to determine, “as their Constitution may proscribe at
the time of their admission,” the character of
their institutions.
4. The placing of each citizen’s life, liberty and PROPERTY, not subject to the varying whims of the populace, but under the old
safeguard of the judgment of his peers and the
laws of the land.
5. The retention upon the part of the Federal Government of the right to prescribe, not
only what shall be its organic act,and to throw
around said organic act such limitations as ft
may see proper, subject only to the Constitution of the United States, but also to appoint
its executive and judicial agents and to supervise its legislation.
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the fact, beyond the shadow of a doubt,
that it was never contemplated by the organic act that the right to hold slaves in
Kansas should be dependent upon the will
of the Territorial legislature. If it had
been intended to give the Territorial legislature the right to determine this question,
why is provision made for inking it to the
Supreme Court ? By the very terms of
the organic act, if a single slaveholder
were deprived of his right to hold slaves
in Kansas by the action of the Territorial
legislature, he would have n right to appeal to the Federal Courts,'and the decision of that tribunal would be final, irrespective of the action of the Territorial
legislature. If the slaveholder were deprived of his right to his property, it would
not be in virtue of the hostile legislation
of the Territorial legislature, but in consequence of the adverse decision of the Judiciary, to which tribunal, acting under the
general principles of the Constitution and
American public law, exclusive and original jurisdiction over the subject has been
assigned. The idea of appealing from
the decision of a constitutional convention
of a State—the highest embodiment of
sovereignly known to our forms of law—
to the Supreme Court of the United Stales
to determine whether slave property shall
be admitted or prohibited, is an absurdity.
And yet Judge Dougins’ construction of
the Kansas bill involves this very absurdity, for it places the power of a State, and
that of a Territory on this subject, on an
equal footing.' The organic act goes further, and declares that when a legal majority of the residents of either Territory
form a Constitution, then they may either
recognize or exclude slavery, as they may
elect. It gives the people the ultimate
power to decide this question, and fixes
the period and defines the time when they
may exercise this right. In the meantime, it places the rights of slaveholders
in both Territories subject, as we have already observed, not to the Territorial legislature—not to the Lynch law of the grabgame of squatter sovereignty, but to the
courts, acting under the general principles
of the Constitution and American public
law.
The contemporaneous history of this
measure shows that this was the construetion assigned to it at the time of its passage by its supporters. Almost every supporter of this measure who participated
in its discussion, avowed “ that the extent
of the limit imposed by the constitution
Territorial Legislature and per
on the
consequence the right to hold Slaves during
its Territorial condition, was made dependant, not upon the Legislature, but was
explicitly made a subject of Judicial decision. I go further and assert that every
Southern man who supported this measure
declared that if such unlimited power was
intended to be conferred on the Territorial
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Colic,
olutions through the columns of his paper, visional in its character. It is absurd to to
50
2 do.
delegate.” Mr. Butler, of South CarCoughs and Colds,
50 which was, at that time, the confidential attribute
2 do.
olina.
savs.
I am perfectly willintr to
to
such
any
governNeuralgia.
sovereignty
Jldministration,
Medicine containing 77 vials, and a organ of Mr. Polk's
fer no government which is crea- leave it under the constitution to be deciment;
00
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said:
large work giving full directions
ted and limited by Congress, and has its ded by (he law tribunals of the country.
For sale at this office. For sale Wholesale
“Our doctrines are here fully and fearlessly existence
by the sufferance of that body, If in the process of settlement the people
and Retail by Dr. Geo. Hadfield, Little Rock,
find
will
You
proclaimed.
can be sovereign.
It gives the people, it of these Territories shall be prepared to
aPr 28-tf.
Arkansas.
are
them in these resolutions. They
worthy
of our attentive perusal and close study, and is true, the ultimate power to determine take upon themselves the attributes of a
Administrator’s Notice. they will be found so purely, honestly and en- this question ; but it virtually inhibits the sovereign State, they can then certainly
taken out letters of administra- tirely Democratic that the strongest necessa- exercise of that power until they come to either admit or exclude slavery.
I pretion on the estate of Levi Byram, de- ry requisite is to keep them constantly before form a State
to sume that will not be denied by any one.
Constitution,
preparatory
the
people,”
ceased, this is to notify all persons having
their admission into the Union. In the During their growth and before they beclaims against said estate to present them,
In February of the same year, the Alfrom
one
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meantime their legislative power is limited come a State, can they assume to exercise
year
authenticated,
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abama Democratic State Convention
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and dependent upon the will of Congress. a power which Congress itself cannot
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barforever
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entry into those Territories for all the citi- measures of 1850. I have shown that the act of ours.
au29-lm
zens of the United States, together with their legislation of that year is not based upon Congress has no constitutional competency
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dorse
or removing any logs,
squatter sovereignty.
thority.”
of any kind, off of any of my lots in the town
The Territorial legislation of 1854, no derivitive authority to do so from any
Other Southern States adopted similar
of Des Arc, as the law will be most rigidly
resolutions, and if it was not trespassing which Judge Douglas also assumes to be act which Congress can pass. Mr. Dawenforced against any person or persons for so
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too much upon your space, I would quote based on the idea of popular sovereignty, son, of Georcia, says:
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join".
to
this
It
leave
of
1850.
differs
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that
has
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willing
already
subject to the Courts
very slightly
Enough, however,
April 8, I860.—aprll-tf.
said to show that as early as 1848 gives the people the ultimate power to de- under the constitution.” Gen. Cass says :
been
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The power of the people to legislate
Southern Democrats repudiated this dog- termine the character of their institutions,
Wheat! Wheat!! Wheat!!! ma as a political heresy.
“subject to-the Constitution of the United upon their internal concerns is clearly
bill, if the constitution perimmediately at the Lake Bluff
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*
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tion of 1850. Before inquiring whether Constitution and the courts of the country. got it." Mr. Hunter, of Virginia, says:
of ‘•The’ bill provides that the legislatures of
March 29,1860.—apr4-6m.
squatter sovereignty is engrafted upon The repeal of the Missouri restriction
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entitled
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himself in the very speech we ere reviewing admits that the friends of the hill
differed in regard " to the limitation imposed by the constitution on the Territorial Legislature” and that “ this point
was referred to the Courts.”
I have now shown both from the face
of the bill itself, and the contemporaneous
interpretation of it by its leading supporters that it was intended by it to refer the
question not to the people but to the
Courts. Since the passage of this bill,
the very point to which Judge Douglas
alludes as “ the only one referred to the
Courts,” and which he declares to be,
“
the extent of the limitation imposed
upon the Territorial Legislature by tho
constitution,” has been before the highest
Judicial tribunal known to our Laws.—
Here is its decision:
“
The powers over person and property
to which we refer are not only not granted
to Congress, but are in express terms denied, ahd they are forbidden to exercise
#
#
#
#
them.
if
is beyond the
do
it
cannot
this,
Congress
powers conferred on the Federal Government, it will be admitted, we presume, that
it could not authorize a Territorial Government to exercise them.
It could confer
no
power on any local government established by its precisions to violate, the Constitution."
I am aware that Judge Douglas proposes to evade this by declaring that only
the judgement of the court is binding;
that what we have quoted is not germain
to the case before the court—that it is
oiitcr dicta and outside the jurisdiction of
the court; in a word that it is merely the
opinion of Citizen Taney and not of the
Chief Justice. Here, however, he comes
in direct conflict with the Chief Justice
and the recorded decision of the court;
for Judge Taney after disposing of the
demurer in that case, undertakes to go on
and decide it upon its facts and merits,
and, said he, in doing that, wt are met
WITH
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decided lhat it was not “obiter dictathat
it was exactly in point within the jurisdiction of the court, and lhat it was the duty
of the court to decide it. I believe it is
settled, in law, that a court is competent
to determine the extent of its own jurisdiction/
But it was wholly unnecessary for Judge
Douglas to resort to this disengenerous
quibble; for, although he says lhat “the extent of the limitation imposed upon a Territorial legislature by the Constitution”
was referred, by
the Kansas bill, “to the
courts,” and although the platform upon
which he was nominated declares it to be
“the true interpretation of the Cincinnati
platform,” that the measure of restriction
imposed by the Federal Government upon
the Territorial legislature shall be the subject of judicial decision, and proposes to
abide by such decision of that question aa
has been, or may hereafter be made; yet,
in his celebrated Freeport speech.be avows
that “the people of a Territory may, by
lawful means, exclude slavery from tbeir
limits prior to the formation of a State
Constitution,” and that “no matter what
may be the decision of the Supreme Court
on that abstract question, still the right of
the people to make a slave Territory or a
free Territory is perfect and complete under the Nebraska bill. This is a repudiation of any decision of the Supreme Court
may make in regard to “the extent of the
limit imposed by the Constitution upon the
Territorial legislature,” when it conflicts
with the action of the legislature. It is
the extreme of folly to trust Judge Douglas longer, when be tells us at one time
that “the extent of limitation imposed on
the Territorial legislature” was “referred
to the courts,” and at another, lhat “let
the decision of the Supreme Court on this
abstract question be what it may, still the
right of the people to make a slave Territory or a free Territory is perfect and complete under the Kansas-Nebraska bill.”
I now propose to enquire what reason
there is to believe that the Cincinnati
Platform is based upon the idea of popular sovereignty. Lawyers and jurists who
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constitutions by the light of experience,
know that in order to decide what a law
of doubtful import means, you must look
at the cause of its enactment, the evil3 it
was designed to correct, and the remedy
it was designed to give.
By the light of
this established rule of construction, let us
determine ".hat is tha meaning of the
Territorial branch of the Cincinnati plat^
form.
First, then what was the subject matter
upon which it was based? It was the
right of the owner of slaves to emigrate
and settle and hold slaves in the Federal
Territories. Next, what was the cause
demandingthe passage of that resolution?
It was that the South was restless and
dissatisfied with the admission of California under squatter sovereignty principles;
dissatisfied with the law forbidding the
internal slave-trade between citizens of
the slave States and the District of Columbia, und claimed perfect freedom to go
into any Federal Territory with their
slaves, and remain until forbidden by a
constitution constitutionally framed and
The South
admitted into the union.
claimed the enactment of the platform for
her owu protection. It was not urged by
the Northern men for the utierance of
No such
squatter sovereignly views.
power was urged them by any body, and
the South alone had that platform made,
and the cause of it was her need of protection as a political question. Lastly,
what were the evils it was designed to

